Kinetic and Reactor Modelling of Lipases Catalyzed (R,S)-1-phenylethanol Resolution
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Abstract: This study was focused on the development of a kinetic model and a reactor model for the enzymatic resolution of (R,S)-1-phenylethanol. The reaction progress curves catalyzed by immobilized lipases, ChiroCLEC-FC in batch stirred tank reactor were used to develop the kinetic model. The resolution followed Ping-Pong Bi-Bi mechanism with the inhibition of lauric acid, (R,S)-1-phenylethanol and water. The validity of the model was verified by fitting it to another experimental data catalyzed by immobilized lipases, Chirazyme L2, c.-f., C3, lyo at the same reaction conditions. The rate equation was then applied for the development of reactor model in a recirculated packed bed reactor system. The overall effectiveness factor and Peclet number were used to determine the mass transfer and axial dispersion limitation in the reactor performance. The reactor model was verified by fitting it to the larger scale reactor data with the correlation coefficient value more than 0.99.
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INTRODUCTION

A real manual experimentation in conjunction with a proper simulation program will provide better understanding about the reaction. This understanding is very important in developing a model. Having the knowledge on a reaction will be easier for the work of modelling, thereby increasing the confident level of the model accuracy. Moreover, a good qualitative understanding of the system will also simplify the optimization process. As a result, the model can be used for better experimental design.

However, the majority of bioreaction creates nonlinear data. The technique of nonlinear regression is used to fit the data into a model. The nonlinear regression will be able to find the best-fit values of the model parameters such as rate constants in enzymatic reaction. The linearizing methods such as Lineweaver-Burk plot for enzyme kinetic data, Scatchard plot for binding data and logarithmic plot for kinetic data are less accurate. This technique usually requires a large number of experimental data to satisfactorily fit the model equation. Furthermore, the outcome is only valid within the narrow range of the evaluated data.

Recently, the mathematical modelling of bioprocess using nonlinear regression technique has become increasingly important among the scientific approaches. Mathematics based computer simulation is an essential part of research because of cost effectiveness and time saving features. The studies on modelling of enzymatic reactions are become crucial in the last few years [1]. However, there are very limited papers reported on the kinetic modelling of lipases catalyzed reactions, including esterification [1-4], transesterification [5-7] and hydrolysis [8-10].

In this study, the kinetic data used for the modelling of lipases catalyzed (R,S)-1-phenylethanol resolution was obtained from the experiments reported in previous paper
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[11]. The resolution of (R,S)-1-phenylethanol catalyzed by immobilized lipases (ChiraCLEC-PC) in batch stirred tank reactor was used to develop the mechanistic model. The developed model was then verified by fitting it to another set of experimental data catalysed by immobilized lipases (Chirazyme L2, c.-f., C3, lyo) from different source of microorganism. The kinetic data coupled with the computer modelling studies will be able to describe the interaction between the enzymes and substrate molecules.

Subsequently, an immobilized lipase recirculated packed bed reactor was used to carry out the similar resolution. This plug flow type of reactor is preferable for the resolution as it can readily be scaled up. The other advantages are the possibility of enzyme reusability, ease of reactor maintenance as well as operation. Furthermore, many researches repeatedly reported that an ideally mixed reactor is inferior for the kinetic resolution process [12-13]. However, there are two types of operation mode in packed bed reactor system. The recirculated mode was chosen rather than recycled mode because of the better performance of the former [14].

In ideal case, immobilized enzyme reactor accounts only the intrinsic kinetic of enzyme. However, the use of immobilized enzymes is usually accompanied by mass transfer resistance even in the laboratory scale reactor. Both axial and radial concentration gradients are also expected present in the reaction system. This is because substrate molecules were transported to the surface of enzyme particles and subsequently into their pores by molecular diffusion. This diffusional restriction will be of greater significant for a reactive system. As reported by Xiu et al. [15], the presence of intraparticle diffusion in the stereoselective reaction would lead to an apparent decrease in enantioselectivity. Therefore, the overall steady state conversion depends not only on the kinetics and the mass transfer characteristics, but also on the dispersion effects of the bioreactor [16]. The effects of these factors have been studied separately by several researchers [15, 17-19]. They concluded that the quantitative knowledge of these factors is important for efficient design of immobilized enzyme reactor.

In present study, a reactor model has been constructed using the rate equation developed from the kinetic model. Chirazyme L2, c.-f., C3, lyo was packed in the column as enzyme bed. The validity of the model was verified by fitting it to the experimental data from five-fold larger scale recirculated packed bed reactor catalyzed by the same enzyme. The model is very useful for the prediction of enzyme performance and further optimization.

Therefore, the objectives of this study were developed a kinetic model and a reactor model for the enzymatic resolution of (R,S)-1-phenylethanol. The strategies that used for model construction were explained and the models that proposed were further verified with satisfied results.

**METHODOLOGY**

**Development of Kinetic Model:** This reaction was a multisubstrate and multiproduct reaction. It behaved like a single substrate reaction obeying Michaelis-Menten equation because one of the substrates concentrations was varied, while the other was held constant.

The strategy used to carry out the kinetic modelling process is presented in Fig. 1. Overall, there are 6 major steps involved in developing a kinetic model for the reaction. First, a plausible reaction mechanism was determined from the experimental observation and theoretical understanding. Thereafter, the model equation was formulated from the reaction mechanism which was represented by a series of chemical equations. The model, nonlinear differential equations was solved numerically using Matlab 7.6. The Runge-Kutta 4.5 was used as the ordinary differential equation (ODE) solver, while nonlinear least squared method was used for the optimization of initial estimate values of elementary rate constants. The necessary information including the

![Fig. 1: Kinetic model development strategy](image)
concentrations of substrates and enzymes were incorporated into the program preparation step. Once the program was constructed, the fitting process could be carried out. The goodness of the fit was determined by the values of sum of the squared residual and correlation coefficient. A few runs were carried out using the generated rate constant values. A good fit was obtained when the output of the model fits reasonably well both qualitatively and quantitatively. The validity of the kinetic model was verified by fitting it to another set of experimental data catalyzed by the same class of enzyme under the same reaction conditions from different source of microorganism.

**Determination of Reaction Mechanism:** The real enzymatic reaction mechanism is very complex and difficult to understand. This is mainly due to the interactive nature of biological processes. Nevertheless, most authors [20-22] agreed that the reaction occurs via the formation of an active complex between an acyl group of substrate and the active centre of lipases. The other phenomena such as inhibition and mass transfer effect also need to be considered in the enzymatic system. However, mass transfer limitation could be neglected in this study. This was because the reactions were carried out in a well-stirred tank reactor [11] and the particle size of the lipases was relatively small. Since high concentration of substrates was employed, it is sufficient to determine a plausible mechanism of the reaction including the reversibility and inhibition phenomena.

**Trials and Errors Approach:** The mechanism of Michaelis-Menten with different types of inhibition had been tested for initial trials in selecting a correct mechanism. The mechanisms included simple Michaelis-Menten, competitive, uncompetitive and noncompetitive inhibition. Neither of these mechanisms nor product inhibition could represent the reaction.

When Michaelis-Menten mechanism with the competitive inhibition of substrates and product was introduced, the goodness of the fit was significantly improved. The product inhibition refers to water inhibition only. The inhibition caused by the R-ester was eliminated as this inhibition step could lead to a large deviation in the fit.

The reversibility of each inhibition step was also determined in order to improve the fitting results. The results indicated that there were two possible mechanisms that could represent the reaction mechanism. The first type was Michaelis-Menten with irreversible inhibition of racemic alcohol and lauric acid and reversible water inhibition. The other type of mechanism was Michaelis-Menten with irreversible racemic alcohol, lauric acid and water inhibition. The only difference between these two mechanisms was the reversibility of water inhibition step. The second type of mechanism was chosen for the modelling works because of the decrease of enzyme performance in the second run of experiment [23]. The decrease was assumed mainly due to the charge of hydration level of the recycled enzymes [24].

**Straathof’s Approach:** The strategy developed by Straathof [25] was used to validate the selected reaction mechanism. He reported that the strategy in combination with the experimental observation was enough and easier to determine the correct structure of the reaction mechanism.

The stoichiometry of the reaction is bi-bi. This is because both enzymes, ChiroCLEC-PC and Chirazyme L2, c.1. C3, lyo used in this resolution belong to the enzyme classification of hydrolases (EC 3.1.1.3).

The order of reactants can only be determined under the steady state kinetics. It determines the sequence in which the substrates enter or the products leave the enzyme active site. This order determines which rate equation is valid for the reaction. The possible mechanisms followed by bi-bi reaction are ping-pong, sequential and random ordered ternary complex [13]. The ping-pong mechanism is usually followed by the reaction involving two substrates and two products [3]. Ping-Pong mechanisms are assumed to be typical of group transfer or substituted enzyme reactions [26]. The bi-bi reaction can also be either sequential ordered or random ordered depending on which substrates or products will enter the enzyme first. According to Straathof [25], the random mechanism seems to occur much less frequently than the ordered mechanism.

Based on the experimental observation [11], the use of (R,S)-1-phenylethanol and lauric acid in excess would lead to a decrease in enzyme performance. Water as byproduct was the main factor in restricting the reaction towards completion. Therefore, a Ping-Pong Bi-Bi mechanism with the inhibition of (R,S)-1-phenylethanol, lauric acid and water was postulated. The mechanism presented in schematic diagram can be referred to Fig. 2.
By taking into account all the elementary steps, the mathematical kinetic model for the resolution of (R,S)-1-phenylethanol in batch stirred tank reactor was derived using mass action law. The principle of mass action law was used to convert the reaction mechanism into mathematical equations. These differential equations were derived using steady state assumption. The change of free enzyme, enzyme complex and enzyme intermediate concentration with time is equalled to zero as shown in Equations (1) to (8).

$$\frac{d[E]}{dt} = k_1[E][A] - k_2[E] - k_3[E] = 0 \quad (1)$$
$$\frac{d[F]}{dt} = k_4[E] - k_5[F] = 0 \quad (2)$$
$$\frac{d[F]}{dt} = k_6[F][B] - k_7[F][B] - k_8[F][B] = 0 \quad (3)$$
$$\frac{d[E]}{dt} = k_9[F][B] - k_10[E][Q] = 0 \quad (4)$$
$$\frac{d[B]}{dt} = k_11[E][B] = 0 \quad (5)$$
$$\frac{d[P]}{dt} = k_12[E][P] = 0 \quad (6)$$
$$\frac{d[A]}{dt} = k_13[F][A] = 0 \quad (7)$$
$$\frac{d[F]}{dt} = k_14[F][B] + k_15[F][B] - k_16[F][A] = 0 \quad (8)$$

Therefore,

$$[E] = \frac{k_1[E][A]}{k_2 + k_3}$$

$$[F] = \frac{k_4[E][A]}{k_5(k_5 + k_6)}$$

$$[FB] = \frac{k_6[B]}{k_7 + k_8} \left( \frac{k_9[k_1][B][B] + k_2[k_1][A] + k_3[k_1][A]}{k_4(k_5 + k_6)(k_5[k_1][B] + k_2[k_1][A] + k_3[k_1][A])} \right)$$

$$[EQ] = \frac{k_5[k_1][E][A][B]}{k_4(k_5 + k_6)(k_5[k_1][B] + k_2[k_1][A] + k_3[k_1][A])}$$

$$[F] = \frac{k_1[F][A]}{k_5[k_1][B] + k_2[k_1][A] + k_3[k_1][A]}$$

As known, the initial concentration of enzyme is equal to the sum of enzyme in the intermediate forms as presented in Equation (9).

$$[E] = E_0 - ([E] + [F] + [EB] + [EQ] + [EB] + [EP] + [FA] + [F]) \quad (9)$$
Finally, the rate of substrate depletion (Equations (10) and (11)) and product formation (Equations (12) and (13)) could be derived.

\[
\begin{align*}
V_A &= - \frac{d[A]}{dt} = -k_c[E][A] + k_2[EA] + k_4[F][A] \\
V_B &= - \frac{d[B]}{dt} = -k_2[F][B] + k_4[FB] - k_2[E][B] \\
V_k &= \frac{d[F]}{dt} = k_2[FP] - k_2[E][P] \\
V_{O} &= \frac{d[O]}{dt} = k_4[EQ]
\end{align*}
\]  

These equations were then incorporated into a computer program in order to simultaneously fit multiple parameters of multiple equations on multiple curves. The program fitted simultaneously a number of elementary rate constants by the numerical integration of the batch differential equations. A series of conversion curves at fixed reaction conditions, such as temperature and solvent composition was used in the fitting process. This model is valid for the substrates concentration ranging from 25 - 250 mM with a unique set of kinetic constants.

**Preparation of Program:** Matlab 7.6 was used as a modelling tool to prepare the fitting program. The non-stiff medium order (4-5) ordinary differential equation (ODE) solver was used to numerically solve the differential equation model. The solvers repeatedly call the ODE file to evaluate the system of differential equation at various times. ODE45 is based on an explicit Runge-Kutta formula, which is used to generate a series of points. This numerical integration of the differential rate equations in combination with a nonlinear iteration fitting process is more applicable route, as the analytical integration is exceedingly complex [27].

Another function of the software is the nonlinear least square method from optimization toolboxes. This method was used to optimize the initial estimate values of elementary rate constants and to minimize the error between input and output. The sum of squared residuals was calculated with the assumption that there was no error on the time axis, but only on the concentration axis. The differences between the experimental data and the calculated data were squared and summed in the fitting procedure.

**Designing Reactor Model Equation:** A mathematical model has been developed for the immobilized lipase-catalyzed resolution in a recirculated packed bed reactor. The schematic diagram of the reactor is shown in Fig. 3. The concept of dispersion model was used to describe the non-ideal reactor in this study. The design equation of the reactor at steady state can be written as Equation (14) [28]. The kinetic resolution was assumed to be carried out under isothermal conditions, constant effective diffusivity of substrate inside the porous support and homogeneously distributed enzyme activity. It was also assumed no flow in radial direction in the evenly packed enzyme bed with optimized flow rate. Furthermore, the reaction rates are independent of lauric acid concentration as the acyl donor was employed in large excess.

Fig. 3: Schematic diagram of recirculated packed bed reactor
\[
D_i \frac{\partial C}{\partial t} = \frac{\partial (U_i C)}{\partial l} = \frac{\partial C}{\partial t}
\]  

(14)

Kobayashi and Moo-Young [29] were the first who applied the dispersion model to immobilized enzyme reactor. They studied the influence of dispersion and external mass transfer on the conversion of fixed bed reactor. Lortie and Pelletier [30] have shown that plug flow reactor model with external mass transfer resistance can represent adequately a fixed bed immobilized enzyme reactor. The mathematical model can be further expressed in the dimensionless variables as Equation (15). The dimensionless expressions for substrate concentration and reactor length are given by Equations (16) and (17). The concentration of substrate is expressed as fractional conversion (\(X\)) and the reactor length is converted into the length ratio of reactor (\(Z\)). The term of \(\frac{\partial C}{\partial t}\) is replaced by the parameter of reaction rate (\(r\)) as shown in Equation (18).

\[
\frac{D_i}{U_i} \frac{d^2 X}{dZ^2} = \frac{\partial X}{\partial t} - \frac{1}{U_i C_{in}}
\]

(15)

\[X = \frac{C_r - C}{C_w}\]

(16)

\[Z = \frac{l}{L}\]

(17)

\[\frac{\partial C}{\partial t} = r\]

(18)

The quantity of \(\frac{D_i}{U_i}\) can be written into the form of Peclet number as Equation (19). It measures the ratio of transport rate by convection to the transport rate by diffusion or dispersion. If the value of Peclet number is infinity, the first term of Eq. (15) will be negligible. The equation reduced to the plug flow reactor equation. It is known that the value of Peclet number is approximately \(10^6\) for open tubes and \(10^4\) for packed bed [28].

\[P_e = \frac{UL}{D_i}\]

(19)

Equation (15) becomes Equation (20) after incorporating the overall effectiveness factor in the right hand term. The introduction of the overall effectiveness factor (\(\Omega\)) in the equation is mainly due to the presence of mass transfer limitation in the reaction system.

\[
\frac{1}{P_e} \frac{d^2 X}{dZ^2} - \frac{dX}{dZ} = -\frac{\Omega \cdot r}{U_i C_{in}}
\]

(20)

Therefore, this model equation evaluates the performance of two major components in recirculated packed bed reactor such as packed column and stirred tank vessel. The length of packed column determines the degree of conversion. This is because reaction took place in the column packed with enzyme particles. However, the reactions were affected by the problem of mass transfer limitation. The mixing effect in the stirred tank vessel is also another important factor that had to be considered in designing model equation. The mixing effect of the reactor can be characterized by Peclet number. It measures the degree of dispersion. Hence, the model equation takes into account the effects of mass transfer and axial dispersion by evaluating the overall effectiveness factor and Peclet number. Data gathered (unpublished yet) during various experiments revealed that the effect of dispersion in radial direction was negligible for \(Re < 1\). Danckwerts boundary condition for a closed-closed vessel system was assumed for this study. There was no dispersion either at the entrance or at the exit section. Numerically, the input to the reactor at time, \(t+1\) was its output at time, \(t\).

**Determination of Reactor Design Parameters:**

The values of the reactor design parameters such as the total length of reactor and superficial velocity from the design equation can be determined using the Equations (21) and (23), respectively. The total length of reactor (\(L\)) can be determined by multiplying the number of passes (\(n\)) that gone through by the reacting fluid to the single unit of reactor length (\(L_{min}\)). One single unit of reactor length can be determined from the value of bed height (8 mm). The internal diameter of the packed column was 16 mm. The optimal flow rate from previous studies was 21.1 ml/min and the total reaction time was 380 min [11]. Equation (22) was used to determine the number of passes.

\[L = nL_{min}\]

(21)

\[n = \frac{\rho Q}{L} \quad \frac{1}{\bar{v}} \]

(22)

The superficial velocity can be determined by multiplying the voidage of enzyme bed (\(\epsilon = 0.50\)) to the interstitial velocity of fluid (\(\bar{v}\)) as Equation (23). Equation (24) was used to calculate the value of interstitial velocity.

\[u = \bar{v} \epsilon\]

(23)
\[ v = \frac{Q}{Ae} \]  

(24)

The corresponding rate equation \((r)\) from kinetic model was incorporated into the reactor design equation. Since the experimental data available for model fitting is the time course of substrate conversion, it is necessary to convert the reaction progress into the expression of dimensionless length ratio of reactor. The formulation for converting the reaction time into the length ratio of reactor is shown in Equation (25).

\[ Z = \frac{Ql}{AL} \]  

(25)

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Interpretation of Kinetic Model: The kinetic data from the experiments of varying racemic alcohol concentrations catalyzed by ChiroCLEC-PC was used to fit the model. The data consisted of six full reaction progress curves. The alcohol concentration was varied from 25 - 250 mM at the fixed lauric acid concentration (150 mM). The result of the fit is presented in Fig. 4. From the qualitative point of view, the model fits the experimental data satisfactory.

The goodness of the fit was also evaluated using the dimensionless parameter of correlation coefficient. The model equation fitted the experimental data with the correlation coefficient values close to one, except for the curve at 25 mM of racemic alcohol (Table 1). The reason for the low value of correlation coefficient was attributed by the high reaction rate of resolution at the high ratio of enzyme to substrate (0.164). The resolution achieved conversion up to 20 - 30 per cent just after a few seconds of reaction time. The rapid reaction rate caused difficulty in manually sampling. Therefore, the lack of initial portion of experimental data resulted in a low value of correlation coefficient for this curve.

Since the number of elementary steps in the reaction mechanism was relatively large, an assumption was made in order to reduce the number of parameters that going to be optimized as minimum as possible. The steps of first substrate binds to the enzyme to produce first product were assumed to have the same constant values to the steps that second substrate binds to the enzyme complex to produce second product [11]. It is important because the precision of fitting decreases exponentially with an increase number of parameters. The absolute minimum

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>((R,S))-1-phenylethanol (mM)</th>
<th>ChiroCLEC-PC</th>
<th>Chirazyme L2, C-f, C3, lyo</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>0.7428</td>
<td>0.2779</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>0.9409</td>
<td>0.8966</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>0.9743</td>
<td>0.9625</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>150</td>
<td>0.9903</td>
<td>0.9957</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>200</td>
<td>0.9867</td>
<td>0.9934</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>250</td>
<td>0.9908</td>
<td>0.9876</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Correlation coefficients of model fitting

![Fig. 4: ChiroCLEC-PC catalyzed resolutions at various initial concentrations of racemic alcohol. (Solid line, — : model result. Symbol, □, O, X, ◦, + and ♦ : experimental data at the initial concentration of \((R,S)\)-1-phenylethanol, 25, 50, 100, 150, 200 and 250 mM)](image-url)
Table 2: Elementary rate constants values

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Elementary steps (unit)</th>
<th>Rate constants</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$k_1$ ($\text{mM}^{-1}\text{s}^{-1}$)</td>
<td>0.2238</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$k_2$ ($\text{s}^{-1}$)</td>
<td>$1.5594 \times 10^6$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$k_3$ ($\text{s}^{-1}$)</td>
<td>$1.9597 \times 10^6$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$k_4$ ($\text{s}^{-1}$)</td>
<td>$1.0347 \times 10^6$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$k_5$ ($\text{mM}^{-1}\text{s}^{-1}$)</td>
<td>$1.1050 \times 10^{-4}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$k_6$ ($\text{mM}^{-1}\text{s}^{-1}$)</td>
<td>$4.4488 \times 10^{-4}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$k_7$ ($\text{mM}^{-1}\text{s}^{-1}$)</td>
<td>0.5839</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: Mean squared errors for Chirazyme L2, c.-f., C3, lyo catalyzed reactions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>($R,S$)-1-phenylethanol (mM)</th>
<th>Mean squared error (mM)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>1.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>1.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>1.41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>150</td>
<td>0.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>200</td>
<td>1.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>250</td>
<td>1.81</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

On the other hand, the degree of lauric acid inhibition was higher than the other inhibitors, such as ($R,S$)-1-phenylethanol ($k_7>k_5$) and water ($k_7>k_6$). Since $k_7$ was greater than $k_5$ and $k_6$, lauric acid was more favourable to bind with complex enzyme in the inhibition step. However, the degree of inhibition due to racemic alcohol and water was not predominant in this study. It is noticed that the change in the $k_6$ value has a negligible effect on the fit. This is because no significant amount of water was formed within the substrate concentration range from 25 to 250 mM during the reactions.

The mean squared errors of the progress curves were in the range of 0.84 to 1.50. These values were acceptable, since the number of data points used for modelling was only 9 to 11 in one single progress curve. The validity of the model was then verified by fitting the experimental data from Chirazyme L2, c.-f., C3, lyo catalyzed resolutions.

Validity of Kinetic Model: The acceptance level of the model was further enhanced when a good agreement between the predicted and the experimental data from Chirazyme L2, c.-f., C3, lyo catalyzed resolutions was achieved. From the quantitative point of view, the curves also achieved good correlation coefficient, except for the curve at the initial alcohol concentration of 25 mM (Table 1). The same reason given in the previous section was used to explain the observation.

Another quantitative parameter that used for evaluating the goodness of the fit result is the mean squared errors as presented in Table 3. The mean squared errors of the progress curves were ranging from 0.67 to 1.81. The simulated data fit well to the experimental data as the mean squared errors were less than 2. To further illustrate the goodness of the fit, the percent relative errors of the progress curves were determined. It was found that the percent relative errors of the progress curves at higher ($R,S$)-1-phenylethanol concentration are relatively low, less than 7 per cent. However, the progress curves at the low concentration of ($R,S$)-1-phenylethanol have slightly higher percent relative errors. This may be due to the rapid reaction rate at lower ($R,S$)-1-phenylethanol concentration for manual sampling. Overall, the experimental data fit very well to the simulated results.

Interpretation of Reactor Model: The developed reactor model fits well to the recirculated packed bed reactor for the ($R,S$)-1-phenylethanol resolution. Fig. 5 is the result of the fit. The goodness of the fit was evaluated by...
Fig. 5. Fitting result of data from small scale reactor (Solid line, --- : model result. Symbol, *: experimental data)

determining the correlation coefficient value. This value can be achieved up to 0.9938 in this study. It reflects that 99.38 per cent of the experimental data fit to the simulated data.

The value of overall effectiveness factor is 0.48. It means that 48 per cent of the secondary alcohol was converted into fatty ester. As known, the racemic alcohol contains (R)- and (S)-enantiomers at equal molar ratio. The enzymes used for the resolution are highly selective towards (R)-enantiomer only. Hence, the obtained factor value is near to theoretical value, 50 per cent.

The Peclet number of this model was 40. The incorporation of recirculation mode in the packed bed reactor resulted a batch mode reactor system [11,31]. According to Xiu et al. [15], Peclet number should be controlled at more than 50 in order to minimise the external mass transfer and the axial dispersion limitations on the enzyme performance in fixed bed reactor. However, the enantioselectivity of the enzyme was not affected by the low Peclet number value in this study. The enzyme remained highly selective towards the (R)-enantiomer of the secondary alcohol.

The presence of external mass transfer limitation in the packed column was evaluated using Damkohler number, Da as presented in Equation (26). The maximum volumetric rate of reaction, $V_{\text{max}}$ reported from previous kinetic studies was 0.106 m.mol/L/s. The mass transfer coefficient, $K_L$ which was determined from Equation (27) was $2.657 \times 10^{-8}$ m/s [32]. The effectiveness diffusivity, $D_{eff}$ of (R,S)-1-phenylethanol was estimated from Wilke-Chang correlation to be $1.328 \times 10^{-12}$ m$^2$/s [32]. It was found that the value of Da was less than unity, the mass transfer rate must be greater than the rate of reaction. The reaction solution was pumped through the packed enzyme at the optimal flow rate, 21.1 ml/min. This flow rate was assumed to preclude external mass transfer limitation.

\[
D_a = \frac{V_{\text{max}}}{K_L C_{\text{iso}}} \quad (26)
\]
\[
K_L = \frac{2D_{\text{eff}}}{d} \quad (27)
\]

The existence of internal mass transfer limitation was investigated by using Thiele modulus as discussed in Chua and Sarmidi [11]. Based on Weiss’s criteria, the internal mass transfer limitation was not significant because the observable modulus was less than 0.3 [33]. The particle size of the enzymes was relatively small, thus did not create an obvious gradient of substrate concentration within the particles.

Besides that, Biot number was used to evaluate the absence of mass transfer limitation in the reactor system. This number measures the ratio of intraparticle diffusion resistance against the external mass transfer resistance. Its value became one after replacing the values of the diffusivity of substrate ($D_{\text{eff}}$) and the mass transfer coefficient ($K_L$) into Equation (28). The result indicated that the degree of intraparticle resistance equalled to the external mass transfer resistance. Since the intraparticle diffusion was negligible due to the relatively small enzyme particles, the external mass transfer problem was also not significant in the packed bed reactor.
Bi = \frac{K_{\alpha}d}{2D_{\text{eff}}}

(28)

The observation was also interpreted from another quantitative point of view. Both the time constant for reaction, \(t_r (1132.6 \text{ s})\) and the time constant for diffusion, \(t_d (1.0 \text{ s})\) were calculated using Equation (29) and Equation (30), respectively [34]. Since \(t_r \leq t_d\), the reactions were not controlled by mass transfer.

\[ t_r = \frac{C_{\text{B,H}}}{v_{\text{os}}}, \quad (29) \]

\[ t_d = \frac{D_{\text{eff}}}{K_{\alpha}d}, \quad (30) \]

In order to further confirm the absence of mass transfer limitation in the reaction system, two more parameters were compared; the reaction rate per unit interfacial area, \(r_f\) (Equation (31)) and the estimated rate of substrate diffusion per unit interfacial area, \(r_d\) (Equation (32)) [35]. Since the substrate diffusion rate per unit area (2.32 \times 10^{-3} \text{ m mol/L/s}) was greater than the reaction rate per unit area (7.35 \times 10^{-4} \text{ m mol/L/s}), mass transfer limitation did not influence the reaction rate catalyzed by the enzymes in this study. Therefore, the reactions were solely controlled by enzyme kinetic.

\[ r_f = \frac{\Phi r_{\text{a}}}{k} \quad (31) \]

\[ = \frac{r_{\text{B,H}}}{k}, \quad (32) \]

\[ r_{\text{d}} = K_{\alpha}C_{\text{B,H}} \]

The validity of the proposed model was quantified by means of simulation experiments. The developed model was used to simulate the results from larger scale reactors. The output of the model indicated that the model fit to the experimental data satisfactory with the correlation coefficient value, 0.9901.

CONCLUSION

The resolution of \((R,S)\)-1-phenylethanol followed Ping-Pong Bi-Bi mechanism with irreversible inhibition from \((R,S)\)-1-phenylethanol, lauric acid and water. The small deviation between the experimental results and those calculated by the rate equation showed that a good agreement was achieved within the experimental range. Hence, the kinetic model is valid for subsequent reactor design and for simulation purposes. The developed reactor model can be used to predict the steady state performance of the recirculated packed bed reactor for lipase-catalyzed resolutions with high accuracy by coupling with both mass transfer and axial dispersion effect.

NOTATION

| A | Lauric acid |
| B | \((R,S)\)-1-phenylethanol |
| E | Enzyme |
| E0 | Initial concentration of enzyme |
| P | Enzyme complex |
| Q | Water |
| Q | Chiral ester |
| EA | Enzyme intermediate |
| EB | Enzyme intermediate |
| FA | Enzyme intermediate |
| FB | Enzyme intermediate |
| EP | Enzyme intermediate |
| EQ | Enzyme intermediate |
| PP | Enzyme intermediate |
| k1 \~7 | Elementary rate constants (mM\(^{-1}\)s\(^{-1}\), s\(^{-1}\)) |
| V_a | Rate of lauric acid depletion (mM/s\(^{-1}\)) |
| V_b | Rate of \((R,S)\)-1-phenylethanol (mM/s\(^{-1}\)) |
| V_s | Rate of water formation (mM/s\(^{-1}\)) |
| V_c | Rate of chiral ester formation (mM/s\(^{-1}\)) |
| D | Damkohler number |
| D_s | Effective dispersion coefficient (m\(^2\)/s\(^{1}\)) |
| C | Substrate concentration in bulk flow (M) |
| L | Total length of reactor (m) |
| U | Superficial velocity (m/s\(^{-1}\)) |
| v | Interstitial velocity of fluid (m/s\(^{-1}\)) |
| T | Total reaction time (second) |
| X | Fractional conversion |
| Z | Length ratio of reactor |
| r | Reaction rate (mM/s\(^{-1}\)) |
| r_f | Reaction rate per unit interfacial area (mMs\(^{-1}\)) |
| r_d | Substrate diffusion per unit interfacial area (mMs\(^{-1}\)) |
| C_{\text{B,H}} | Initial concentration of \((R,S)\)-1-phenylethanol (M) |
| Q | Overall effectiveness factor |
| V_{\text{V,H}} | Maximum volumetric rate of reaction (mMs\(^{-1}\)) |
| V_{\text{O,H}} | Observed initial reaction rate (Ms\(^{-1}\)) |
| Q | Flow rate of solution (m\(^3\)/s\(^{-1}\)) |
| A' | Cross sectional area of packed bed (m\(^2\)) |
| Bi | Biot number |
| K_{\alpha} | Mass transfer coefficient (m/s\(^{-1}\)) |
| D_{\text{eff}} | Diffusivity of \((R,S)\)-1-phenylethanol (m\(^2\)/s\(^{-1}\)) |
| a | Interfacial area per volume of organic phase (m\(^2\)/L\(^{-1}\)) |
| d | Diameter of enzyme particle (m) |
| n | Number of passes |
| t_r | Time constant for reaction (s) |
| t_d | Time constant for diffusion (s) |
| \Phi | Phase volume ratio |
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